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Reminder: Auction 105 Long Forms, Down Payments Due Sept 17 

Last week, the FCC issued its Winning Bidders Public Notice for Auction 105. Under the FCC’s rules, winning 
bidders will be required to have on deposit with the FCC enough funds to cover the 20% down payment on 
their winning bid(s) with 10 business days, or by 6 pm ET on Thursday, September 17th.   September 17th is 
also the deadline for winning bidders to submit their long-form (FCC Form 601) applications to the FCC and to 
have on file a current FCC Form 602 wireless ownership report.  Final license payments will be due two weeks 
later by Thursday, October 1st.  

The FCC’s anti-collusion rule, which prohibits applicants from communicating with any other applicant in any 
manner the substance of its own, or one another’s, or any competing applicant’s bids or bidding strategies, is 
in effect until after the 17th.  
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Headlines 
FCC Proposes $160,000 Fine for Overstated Service Data on Form 477 

On September 2, the FCC proposed a $163,912 fine, the maximum amount allowed by law, against Internet 
service provider Barrier Communications Corporation d/b/a BarrierFree for apparently reporting inaccurate 
information that significantly inflated its broadband subscription numbers, failing to file required deployment 
data, making false statements to FCC investigators, and failing to respond to other inquiries. BarrierFree will be 
given an opportunity to respond to the allegations before a final penalty is rendered. 

According to a Press Release, in a revised March 2018 filing, and in September 2019 and March 2020 filings, 
BarrierFree apparently reported having vastly more broadband subscribers than there were housing units in 
the Suffolk County, New York census tracts where it reported providing service.  The company also apparently 
failed to submit its March 2019 broadband deployment data Form 477 filing, provide accurate responses to 
Letters of Inquiry issued by the FCC’s Enforcement Bureau during the course of its investigation, and fully 
respond to those Letters of Inquiry. 

In proposing this fine, the FCC also explained that BarrierFree apparently failed to file any Form 477s before 
2018, even though the company had been offering service since 2004, and vastly overstated its broadband 
deployment in its original March 2018 Form 477 filing.  The FCC noted that those apparent pre-2018 violations 
of FCC rules fell outside the one-year statute of limitations, and so could not be directly fined, but could factor 
in to assessing how much to fine the more recent alleged transgressions. 

The proposed fine underscores the importance of making sure information is accurately reported in 
the 477 (and all other forms submitted to the FCC).  

BloostonLaw Contacts: Ben Dickens and Sal Taillefer. 

Chairman Pai Circulates Proposal to Make 3.45-3.55 GHz Available for 5G 

On September 8, the FCC issued a Press Release announcing that FCC Chairman Ajit Pai has circulated with 
the other Commissioners a draft proposal which would take steps toward making the 3.45-3.55 GHz band 
available for commercial use throughout the contiguous United States. This item will be on the agenda of the 
FCC’s September 30 Open Meeting and, if adopted, would provide another 100 megahertz of “mid-band” 
spectrum for commercial 5G use.  The mid-band spectrum generally has further signal propagation than other 
5G bands (such as the Millimeter Wave spectrum), although less bandwidth.  Thus, the mid-band spectrum is 
often viewed as a complementary tool for 5G deployments. 

The proposal is step toward implementing Congress’s directive in the MOBILE NOW Act to make new 
spectrum available for flexible use and to work with NTIA to evaluate the feasibility of allowing commercial use 
in this band.  The item includes a Report and Order that would remove the secondary, non-federal allocations 
from the 3.3-3.55 GHz band, as the FCC proposed to do late last year.  The item also includes a Further 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking seeking comment on proposed changes to the rules governing the band to 
enable commercial use and coordination between federal and non-federal users.  This Further Notice follows 
the August 10 announcement by the White House and the Department of Defense (DoD) that they had 
determined that DoD operations in the band could accommodate commercial 5G operations.     

“We are moving forward quickly, in coordination with the Executive Branch, to ensure that this mid-band 
spectrum is available for commercial 5G deployment.  This is another major step forward in advancing 
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American leadership in 5G and producing benefits for America’s wireless consumers,” said Chairman Pai.  
“Our 5G FAST Plan is in full swing.  With this 3.45 GHz band proposal, the upcoming C-band auction of 280 
megahertz of spectrum, and the recently completed auction for Priority Access Licenses in the 3.5 GHz band, 
the Commission is on track to make a wide swath of 530 megahertz of continuous mid-band spectrum 
available for 5G.  Combined with our work to make low- and high-band spectrum available for flexible use as 
well as our successful efforts to expedite the deployment of wireless infrastructure and fiber, we are 
establishing a strong foundation for wireless innovation and investment.  I hope my colleagues will join me in 
supporting this important item at our monthly meeting.” 

BloostonLaw Contacts: John Prendergast and Cary Mitchell. 

Fee Filer Opens for FY 2020; Regulatory Fees Due September 25  

On September 4, the FCC issued a Public Notice announcing the opening of the FCC’s automated filing and 
payment system (Fee Filer) for fiscal year (FY) 2020 regulatory fees.  While FY 2020 regulatory fees will not 
become effective until the rulemaking is published in the Federal Register, the FCC reminded regulatees that, 
at their own discretion, they may submit payments at any time before the effective due date of FY 2020 
regulatory fees.  Regulatory fee payments must be received by the FCC no later than 11:59 PM, Eastern 
Daylight Time, on Friday, September 25, 2020.  

Regulatory Fees of Interest include: 

              Fee Category                                                Amount 

              Cable System Subscriber Fee                      $.89 per subscriber 

              IPTV Subscribers                                          $.89 

              CARS Licenses                                             $1,300 per license 

              Direct Broadcast Satellite                              $0.72 per subscriber 

              CMRS Cellular and Mobile Services             $0.17 per subscriber 

              CMRS Messaging/Paging                             $0.08 per subscriber 

              BRS (Formerly MDS/MMDS)                        $560 per license 

              LMDS                                                            $560 per license 

              Interstate Telephone Service Provider          $0.00321 per dollar of subject revenue 

The Communications Act requires the FCC to impose a late payment penalty of 25 percent of the unpaid 
amount to be assessed on the first day following the deadline for filing these fees. Failure to pay regulatory 
fees and/or any late penalty will subject regulatees to sanctions, including withholding action on applications, 
including license applications, petitions for reconsideration, any application for review of a fee determination, or 
requests for authorization. The FCC also assesses interest and administrative processing charges on 
delinquent debts to recover costs incurred in processing and handling the debt, in addition to the 25 percent 
late charge penalty.  In the case of partial payments (underpayments) of regulatory fees, the payor will be 
given credit for the amount paid, but if it is later determined that the fee paid is incorrect or not timely paid, then 
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the 25 percent late charge penalty (and other charges and/or sanctions, as appropriate) will be assessed on 
the portion that is not paid in a timely manner. 

The FCC has recognized that due to the ongoing economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, some regulates 
will require some form of regulatory relief.  The FCC is permitted to waive or defer the payment of a regulatory 
fee in a specific instance if the regulate is able to demonstrate good cause.  The FCC has indicated that those 
regulates seeking relief will be required to “unambiguously articulat[e] ‘extraordinary circumstances’ 
outweighing the public interest in recouping the cost of the Commission’s regulatory services.” 

Any regulatees whose total FY 2020 annual regulatory fee liability, including all categories of fees for which 
payment is due, is $1,000 or less are exempt from payment of FY 2020 regulatory fees.  The de minimis 
threshold applies only to filers of annual regulatory fees (not regulatory fees paid through multi-year filings), 
and it is not a permanent exemption.  

 BloostonLaw Contact: Richard Rubino. 

 

 

Law and Regulation 
 
Rural Tribal Priority Window for Spectrum Closes 

On September 3, the FCC issued a Press Release announcing that the spectrum priority filing window for rural 
Tribes closed September 2, 2020 at 6:00 p.m. EDT. According to the Press Release, the FCC received more 
than 400 applications from Tribal entities throughout the country. 

The Press Release further indicated that FCC staff will begin reviewing the filed applications immediately, and 
will request additional information from applicants where necessary, seek public comment on the applications, 
and process applications.   Licenses issued through the Rural Tribal Priority Window will give Tribal entities 
access to spectrum that they can use to connect consumers living on rural Tribal lands.  Any remaining 
unassigned 2.5 GHz spectrum will be made available by auction in the first half of 2021. 

“Tribes showed tremendous interest in the 2.5 GHz band over the past several months, and I am pleased by 
the large number of applications the Commission has received.  We are now a step closer to enabling Tribal 
entities to obtain this spectrum for free and quickly put it to use to bring service to rural Tribal lands,” said FCC 
Chairman Ajit Pai.  “Too often, Tribal communities are on the wrong side of the digital divide, but we’ve aimed 
to change that through this first-of-its-kind spectrum opportunity.  I’d like to thank the staff of our Wireless 
Telecommunications Bureau and Office of Native Affairs and Policy for all of their hard work—from contacting 
every federally-recognized Tribe multiple times before the window opened to participating in dozens of 
outreach events to fielding hundreds of inquiries, they have done a phenomenal job to ensure eligible Tribes 
can seize this opportunity to bridge the digital divide.” 

BloostonLaw Contacts: John Prendergast and Cary Mitchell. 
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FCC Announces Temporary Filing Freeze on Certain Part 90 Applications for 4940-4990 MHz Band 

On September 8, the FCC issued a Public Notice announcing a temporary freeze, effective September 8, 
2020, on the acceptance and processing of certain applications related to Part 90 services in the 4.9 GHz band 
(4940-4990 MHz).  The freeze is designed to preserve the status quo while the FCC revisits the existing 
eligibility and other restrictions on this spectrum, which is currently allocated for public safety use. Pursuant to 
this freeze, applications for new or modified operations in the 4.9 GHz band will not be accepted and pending 
applications will not be processed unless they meet limited exceptions. Applicants may submit requests for 
waiver of this freeze on a case-by-case basis. BloostonLaw is experienced in obtaining such waivers and is 
available to assist in their preparation and filing. 

The freeze imposed by this Public Notice applies only to applications pertaining to licenses in the Private 
Mobile Radio Service, specifically those for the Public Safety 4940-4990 MHz Band (radio service code PA). 
Until further notice, the FCC will not accept: (1) an application for a new license authorizing operations of any 
kind (geographic area or permanent fixed site operations) in the 4.9 GHz band; or (2) an application to modify 
an existing license authorizing operations in the 4.9 GHz band, except as provided for below.  Any such 
applications that are filed on or after the date of this Public Notice will be dismissed without prejudice.  
Currently pending applications that would be barred under this freeze will not be processed and will be 
dismissed without prejudice.  Notwithstanding the implementation of this freeze, a geographic area licensee 
may continue to deploy mobile units, base stations, and temporary fixed stations within its license area, as 
such actions do not require the filing of an application with the FCC.  

This freeze does not apply to applications that would not destabilize the licensing landscape, including: (1) 
applications to renew existing licenses without modification; (2) applications that seek to modify existing 
licenses by deleting frequencies or fixed sites; (3) applications that seek to modify existing licenses by 
changing technical parameters in a manner that does not expand the station’s spectral or geographic 
coverage, such as decreases in bandwidth, power level, or antenna height; (4) applications to assign or 
transfer licenses; (5) notices of construction for permanent fixed site licenses or consummation of assignments 
or transfers; (6) requests for extensions of time to construct or consummate previously granted assignment or 
transfer applications; (7) applications to cancel licenses; (8) applications for special temporary authority for 
short-term operations; and (9) applications from geographic area licensees that require individual licensing 
under rule section 90.1207(b). 

BloostonLaw Contacts: John Prendergast and Cary Mitchell. 

 

 

Industry 
 

FCC Releases Results of Supply Chain Data Request 

On September 4, the FCC released the results of its efforts to identify use of Huawei and ZTE equipment and 
services in U.S. telecommunications networks that receive support from the federal Universal Service Fund. 
The Public Notice and attachment which lists the eligible telecommunications carriers is available at: 
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-releases-results-supply-chain-data-request. 
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Based on data FCC staff collected through the information collection, all filers report it could cost an estimated 
$1.837 billion to remove and replace Huawei and ZTE equipment in their networks.  Of that total, filers that 
appear to initially qualify for reimbursement under the Secure and Trusted Communications Network Act of 
2019 report it could require approximately $1.618 billion to remove and replace such equipment.  Other 
providers of advanced communications service may not have participated in the information collection and yet 
still be eligible for reimbursement under the terms of that Act.   

“It is a top priority of our nation and this Commission to promote the security of our country’s communications 
networks.  That’s why we sought comprehensive information from U.S. carriers about equipment and services 
from untrusted vendors that have already been installed in our networks.  Today’s announcement marks a 
critical milestone in our ongoing commitment to secure our networks,” said FCC Chairman Ajit Pai.  “By 
identifying the presence of insecure equipment and services in our networks, we can now work to ensure that 
these networks—especially those of small and rural carriers—rely on infrastructure from trusted vendors.  I 
once again strongly urge Congress to appropriate funding to reimburse carriers for replacing any equipment or 
services determined to be a national security threat so that we can protect our networks and the myriad parts 
of our economy and society that rely upon them.”  

 

 

Deadlines 
 
SEPTEMBER 30: FCC FORM 396-C, MVPD EEO PROGRAM REPORTING FORM. Each year on September 
30, multi-channel video program distributors (“MVPDs”) must file with the FCC an FCC Form 396-C, Multi-
Channel Video Programming Distributor EEO Program Annual Report, for employment units with six or more 
full-time employees. Users must access the FCC’s electronic filing system via the Internet in order to submit 
the form; it will not be accepted if filed on paper unless accompanied by an appropriate request for waiver of 
the electronic filing requirement. Certain MVPDs also will be required to complete portions of the Supplemental 

Investigation Sheet (“SIS”) located at the end of the Form. These MVPDs are specifically identified in a Public 
Notice each year by the FCC.  

BloostonLaw Contacts: Gerry Duffy and Sal Taillefer. 

OCTOBER 15: 911 RELIABILITY CERTIFICATION. Covered 911 Service Providers, which are defined as 
entities that “[p]rovide[] 911, E911, or NG911 capabilities such as call routing, automatic location information 
(ALI), automatic number identification (ANI), or the functional equivalent of those capabilities, directly to a 
public safety answering point (PSAP), statewide default answering point, or appropriate local emergency 
authority,” or that “[o]perate[] one or more central offices that directly serve a PSAP,” are required certify that 
they have taken reasonable measures to provide reliable 911 service with respect to three substantive 
requirements:  (i) 911 circuit diversity; (ii) central office backup power; and (iii) diverse network monitoring by 
October 15. Certifications must be made through the FCC’s portal.  

BloostonLaw Contacts: Mary Sisak and Sal Taillefer. 
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NOVEMBER 1: FCC FORM 499-Q, TELECOMMUNICATIONS REPORTING WORKSHEET. All 
telecommunications common carriers that expect to contribute more than $10,000 to federal Universal Service 
Fund (USF) support mechanisms must file this quarterly form. The FCC has modified this form in light of its 
decision to establish interim measures for USF contribution assessments. The form contains revenue 
information from the prior quarter plus projections for the next quarter. Form 499-Q relates only to USF 
contributions. It does not relate to the cost recovery mechanisms for the Telecommunications Relay Service 
(TRS) Fund, the North American Numbering Plan Administration (NANPA), and the shared costs of local 
number portability (LNP), which are covered in the annual Form 499-A that is due April 1.  

BloostonLaw Contacts: Ben Dickens and John Prendergast. 
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Calendar At-a-Glance  
 

September 
Sep. 14 – Reply comments are due on Second Supply Chain FNPRM. 
Sep. 17 – Reply comments are due on Broadband Mapping Third FNPRM. 
Sep. 17 – Reply comments are due on NCTA Pole Attachment Petition for Declaratory Ruling. 
Sep. 17 – Auction 105 Long Form, Upfront Payments are due. 
Sep. 25 – Regulatory fee filing deadline. 
Sep. 29 – Reply comments on Fourth Robocall NPRM are due. 
Sep. 30 – FCC Form 396-C (MVPD EEO Program Annual Report). 
 
October 
Oct. 15 – 911 Reliability Certification. 
 
November 
Nov. 1 – FCC Form 499-Q (Quarterly Telecommunications Reporting Worksheet) is due. 
Nov. 30 –Lifeline Income Documentation, De-Enrollment/Reverification Requirement waivers expire. 
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